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Abstract
Head pose estimation is used in a variety of human-computer interface applications, like stare tracking, driving
assistance, impaired assistance and entertainment. Other range of application include biometric recognition,
mainly in video surveillance. The advancement in convolutional neural networks has significantly improved
the performance of head pose estimation in recent works. However, difficulties in capturing well labelled
head pose data, massive training time and differences in the facial features of different persons makes them
difficult to use. The proposed work addresses the problem of estimating the head pose from RGB images. An
approach to learn latent representation of head pose features has been obtained using ResNet-50 architecture.
BIWI Kinect head pose dataset has been used to train the network. The latent embeddings are further passed
into a quick, adaptable head pose estimator trained using one shot learning in few shot settings. A mean
absolute error (MAE) of 6.405 has been achieved for five-way one-shot settings in predicting the 3D head
pose angles (yaw, pitch and roll).
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1. Introduction
In recent times, a lot of progress has been made in the
field of image processing with effective application in
day to day activities. One such application of image
processing is head pose estimation, used in variety of
human-machine interface applications and tasks like
including stare tracking, driving assistance, impaired
assistance and entertainment, robotics, VR, driving
assistance,etc. Head posture is generally used for
understanding human focus, actions, or intentions,
and has been widely researched and explored in the
cognitive
psychology
and
neurophysiology
communities. Head pose estimation is generally
concerned with predicting the Euler angles of a
human head which predicts yaw and pitch angles in
2D space and optionally a roll angle is also predicted
for analyzing the 3D space [1]
Table 1: Average Head movement

Angles
Yaw
Pitch
Roll

Values
79.8◦ to +75.3◦
60.04◦ to +69.6◦
40.9◦ to +36.3◦

The task of estimating these angles is difficult due to
the wide variance in head appearance features such as
facial expressions, race, gender and many other
environmental factors such as occlusion, noisy images
and varying illumination. While some success have
been achieved in estimation of Euler angles for head
pose estimation using traditional approach as
histogram of oriented gradients(HOG) [2], modern
deep learning have been used due to robustness and
flexibility of model. The high efficiency of deep
learning model is highly reliant on training a network
with a wide number of named instances with a variety
of visual variations. Modern deep learning methods
should be able to achieve the high proficiency by
rapidly understanding and adapting from a few
examples and continuing to adapt as more evidence
becomes available. This type of rapid and scale able
learning is difficult since the agent must combine
previous knowledge with a limited volume of new
information while avoiding over-fitting to the new
details but fails to generalize for the new tasks.
Recently, proposed meta-learning algorithms [3] are
used to rapidly learn a new task from limited amount
of data. A few shot learner is used to train model and
is capable of learning from large amount of new
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different tasks and the model performs optimally on a
new set of tasks when the modified parameters are
computed after few more gradient steps using a
limited number of data from the new task[4].
However, meta-learning algorithms do not increase
the number of learned parameters or impose
restrictions on the model architecture. As the work
requires huge dataset, there is a challenge of high
computation power and memory in training the model.
Working under few shot setting, we can use very few
samples to learn important features and then use that
knowledge to adapt to novel tasks much more quickly
and efficiently and also infers very quickly on unseen
tasks.

2. Related Literature
Some early method for estimating head pose are
based on appearance template methods [5] which used
image based comparison metrics. The query image of
a person is matched with some templates having head
pose labels and based on similarity, label is assigned.
Detector arrays based method were developed for
frontal face detection [6] where instead of directly
comparing images to templates, it used detector
trained on many images using supervised learning
algorithms and simultaneously detected head and pose
from the images. To train these model, we need to
train many detectors needed to be trained for discrete
poses. Nonlinear regression methods were used to
detect head poses by learning a nonlinear function
that can map an image space to one or more head pose
direction as in literature [7]. High dimensional image
data were handled by principal component analysis
(PCA) whereas support vector regressor (SVR) and
multi layer perceptron’s (MLP) were used for learning
nonlinear function. Nonlinear regression models used
in detectors exhibited excellent results but they were
prone to error if head localization was not properly
achieved.
Manifold embedding methods were
proposed for CNN implementation, which considered
high dimensional image space as low dimensional
continuous manifolds, which preserves head pose
variations and used for head pose estimation using
regression models[8].

similar to LeNet-5 [10] but had more feature maps.
They claimed to have an accuracy of over 85% in yaw
angle range and 95% accuracy for in-plane rotation.
In 2014, Ahn et al.[11] published worked with BIWI
Kinect head pose dataset using four convolution
layers and two fully connected layers to design their
network. Their model used the RGB images and got
very promising results.
Other methods proposed use of RGB images along
with the depth information as seen in literature [12],
where GoogleLeNet [13] used RGB and depth images
to train the model. Venturelli et al. [14] proposed a
shallow network with five convolutional layers and
three fully connected layer with improved
operformace over [12]. Ruiz et al. [15] used
ResNet50 architecture with three mean squared error
(MSE) and cross entropy loss for each head pose
angles as evaluation metrices. Recent work on head
pose estimation has been proposed by [16] on Prima
and AFLW datasets.
These above stated literature with CNN based
methods give excellent results for head pose
estimation but requires a lot of training samples to
find the best estimator, lack generalization in
unknown task and have poor adaptation to new set of
task.

CNN based regression methods provides a high
tolerance to shift and distortion variance. Osadchy et
al. [9] proposed a real-time CNN based approach for
head pose estimation to simultaneously detect face
and head pose. Their work is based on CNN’s and
energy-based models. Their CNN architecture is
1392

3. Methodology

Figure 1: Methodology
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• Network (R-Net): peforms finetuning to
remove false features and performs calibration
with bounding box regression

The proposed methodology formulates how process of
face detection, data preprocessing, embedding image
features in latent space and training a robust one shot
learner is achieved. Fig 1 shows the block diagram for
one shot training and testing a head pose estimation
framework.

• O-Net: describe face in details to produce five
facial landmark position
Face classification: A fully connected convolution

3.1 Dataset Description

neural network is trained to classify the face from
given image. The learning objective of the CNN is
two-class classification i.e. face or non-face. For a
given sample xi , a cross entropy loss is computed to
classify the face. The cross-entropy loss is computed
as:

The research work uses well known BIWI Kinect
Head Pose [17] benchmark dataset for 3D head pose
estimation.

Lidetector = −(ydetector
log(pi ))+(1−ydetector
)(1−log(pi )
i
i
(1)
where pi is the probablity of sample being a face and
ydetector
is the ground truth.
i

Figure 2: Example of images from Biwi Kinect

Dataset [18]

The second stage
region network (R-Net) predicts an offset between
real image and predicted candidate window. An
Euclidean loss for given sample is computed using:
Bounding box regression:

Each image’s ground truth is given in the form of the
3D position and rotation of the head. Fig 2 represents
an example of BIWI dataset with head poses
(pitch,yaw,roll)

(2)

where ŷi box is the regression result from R-Net and ybox
i
is the ground truth. Bounding box ybox
comprises
four
i
4
coordinates: left, top, height, width and hence ybox
i εR

Table 2: Dataset Description

Parameter
Number of images
Total person(Class)
Depth RGB image size
Head pose range (yaw)
Head pose range (pitch)

2
Libox = ||ŷi box − ybox
i ||2

Values
15678
20
640 × 480 pixels
±75◦
±60◦ (pitch)

Facial landmark localization: The third stage
network (O-Net) describes detected face in more
detail by learning a regression function shown below:

Lilandmark = ||ŷi landmark − ylandmark
||22
i

3.2 Face Detection
Detecting face and face alignment is a difficult task
due to challenges posed by varying lighting
conditions, visual variations in human faces and
extreme head pose variations. The task includes face
detection, localization and computation of bounding
box coordinates to get the exact coordinates of face.
This work uses multi-task cascaded convolutional
neural network (MTCNN) [19] for face classification,
bounding box regression and facial landmark
localization.

(3)

where ŷi landmark are the facial landmarks coordinates
predicted by the network and ylandmark
are the ground
i
truth coordinates. Left eye, right eye, nose, left mouth
corner and right mouth corner are the predicted facial
landmarks.
The dimension of landmarks is
10 MTCNN uses multiple tasks on three
ylandmark
εR
i
different CNN’s, the training samples are very
different in each networks. Thus some of the above
mentioned losses are skipped during training and are
set to zero. The combined learning target used by
MTCNN is computed as:

• Proposal Network(P-net): peforms a face
detection and bounding box regression in input
images.
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Lmtcnn = minΣNi=1 Σ jε(detector,box,landmark) α j βij Lij (4)
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where N denotes total number of training samples. The
value of α j is choosen as per the importance of task.
(αdetector = 1, αbox = 0.5, αlandmark = 0.5) is chosen to
detect face, (αdetector = 1, αbox = 0.5, αlandmark = 1) is
chosen for facial landmark detection.

features from training images and gives 2048 latent
features. Leagacy vanishing gradient issue of CNN is
solved in ResNet architecture using skip connections
which skips training in few layers and connects
directly to the output layer with inherent
regularization.

3.3 Data Preprocessing and Scaling
Noise, incomplete data (points), and spurious data are
major hindrances that impede the use of RGB images
for training a model. Because of large size of RGB
images and unnecessary background object, the faces
of persons are detected and cropped using MTCNN
model and stored separately for training and testing the
one shot learner. This helps to eliminate spurious data.
The support and query sets for training are created by
using the first fifteen persons and the rest five persons
are used for validating the model performance. The
data is then normalized as:
x
Z=
(5)
255
where x are the orginal RGB training images. This
method normalizes the image to produce Z ε [0, 1]

Figure 4: A building block of Residual Network [20]

The output classification layers of ResNet50 model is
removed and few linear layers are added and trained
to get latent features from the images. The ResNet50
model is used as feature extractor in this research work.
3.5 Model Evaluation

3.4 Representation Learning
Representation learning is used before training the one
learner to get the useful preserved facial and head pose
features from cropped face images. Representation
Learning disentangles the head pose features from the
dataset using CNN based encoder-decoder. ResNet50
[20] model is used to compute the latent features from
the head pose images and feed into the one shot learner
which then generalizes for new tasks. Identification of
latent features led to better generalization in personspecific head pose estimation. Representation learning
is used as a robust feature extractor for the one shot
learning network as shown in figure 3

The performance of the the proposed models is
dependent is done based on different parameter
metric.
3.5.1 Mean Squared Error

Mean squared error (MSE) or mean squared deviation
(MSD) of an estimator computes the average of the
squares of the errors that represents a probability
function that represents the estimated value of squared
error loss.
MSE =

1 R
∑ ||Si − Ŝi ||2
R i=1

(6)

where Si is the orginal input and Ŝi is the estimated
output.
3.5.2 Mean Absoulte Error

Mean Absolute Error (MAE) computes similarity
between two sets. It computes differences between to
given set used to compute the difference between
ground truth head pose angles and predicted head
pose angles.

Figure 3: Architecture of Representation Learning

The ResNet model efficiently learns the important
1394

1 n
MAE = ( ) ∑ |yi − xi |
n i=1

(7)
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4. Results and Analysis
The experiments are run for 25 episodes with one shot
batch size of 32 and learning rate of 0.001. Adam
optimizer is used for training the network. The
activation function for all layers is taken as ReLU.
The experiment is 5 way 1 shot few shot learning
experiment. The summary of the other model
parameters is shown below:
Figure 6: One Shot testing loss

Table 3: Model Parameters

Parameter
One Batch Size
Episodes
One shot learning rate
N-way
K-shot
Number of Updates
Support Set Size
Query Set Size

As seen in Figure 5 and 6, over the epochs, it can be
noted that the MSE loss is decreasing rapidly at first
few epochs and grows steady, but still decreases after
that. This trendline shows that the model is learning
well. The model works on 5-way 1-shot learning
setting to learning during training with 1 image of 5
different person in the support set. Query set consists
of 1 image each of 5 different person

Value
32
25
0.001
5
1
5
(32, 5, 3, 224, 224)
(32, 5, 3, 224, 224)

Figure 7: Support set in five way one shot settings

After a number of experimentation over
aforementioned number of iterations, Euler angles for
head pose in images in predicted. This result also
confirmed that one shot can be used for complex
regression tasks.
Figure 8: Query set in five way one shot settings

as seen in figure 7 and 8

Figure 5: One Shot training loss

The predictions of 3D head poses from the proposed
architecture can be summarized in the Fig 9, 10 and
11 respectively. The yaw, pitch and roll angles are
represented by red, blue and green lines respectively.
The direction of red line shows the frontal face
direction in the test images. The test image is of an
entirely new class/person and is not previously seen in
support and query sets. These image have varying
visual cues such as glasses and different head
orientations. This result shows that proposed model is
able to adapt to new task easily only using very few
samples for training the network.
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However, we achieved good estimations of Euler
angles using very few samples rather than a large
number of training examples. When using 5 way 1
shot learning approach, the model was successful to
estimate Euler’s angles for unseen human faces.

5. Conclusion
Figure 9: Original image and Predicted head poses

The implementation of one shot learning based model
for head pose estimation gave good results as
compared with state of the art deep learning models.
However, we achieved good estimations of Euler
angles using very few samples rather than a large
number of training examples. When using 5 way 1
shot learning approach, the model was successful to
estimate Euler’s angles for unseen human faces. One
Shot algorithm is successfully implemented for head
pose regression problem and the results have proved
that the model is adaptive for new sets of tasks from
the dataset with very few steps of gradient updates
during training.

Figure 10: Original image and Predicted head poses

6. Future Works
The work can be further extended to realtime video
frames for 3D head pose estimation. One shot
learning can be further improved by latest meta
learning algorithms.
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